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SLAVE LABOUR FOR GERMANY

Following is the script of the 6 o’clock postscript
in Home News tonight by Leonard Ingrams.

Small advertisements in the local press - that’s how the Germans

generally set their trap for working people outside Germany today. At first

they tried to tempt them into Germany with posters and straight notices in the

newspapers and handbills and propaganda pamphlets - hut with poor results -

because most European workers would sooner suffer hardships at home than help the

enemy who brought those hardships on them.

By taking under their control the raw materials on which the factories

work, the Germans could, and did, reduce whole areas to unemployment, and

hoped thereby to add some point to their offers of work. But still results

were disappointing, although, of course, their need for men increased with men

and weapons wasting on the eastern front.

And nowadays the German recruiting agencies generally use the names of

French firms and French employment bureaux under their control as camouflage.

And in those names they place advertisements for personnel of every kind, but

mostly for the qualified and skilled man, because for unskilled jobs they’re not

so badly off with prisoners and Polish workers whom they’ve practically enslaved.

Men who answer the advertisements get sent a six-months’ contract to

fill in. Sometimes they find the contract covers work in Germany, Sometimes

it covers work in their own country - "or elsewhere" - which comes to the scone

thing. If he doesn’t sign the contract and return it, the worker finds himself

in trouble. He’s on a list. Haying applied for work and not accepted it, he’s

subject now to every sort of victimisation. He may lose his rights to

unemployment benefit or even find his ration card is not renewed, and so he’s

blackmailed into leaving for the Reich.

The pay looks good to him. If he’s a Frenchman the wage they promise him

in francs is probably a good deal more than he could hope to get at home.

But there’s a catch in this: when the Germans took control of France they

altered the rate of exchange in their favour; by their decree one mark is

twenty francs. But twenty francs will go a lot further in France than one

mark will in Germany. And when the worker gets to Germany he’s paid, of course,

in marks, not francs, and finds his wages won’t buy what ho thought they would.

Not only that, before he gets his wages a quarter of the promised sum - and

sometimes more - is taken off for German taxes and for things like health

insurance - which the contract and the advertisement said nothing of.
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No wonder, as the news leaks back home of disappointments like this,
and often too of bad working and living conditions - and air raids into

the bargain with inadequate protection - no wonder these advertisements

are losing some of their appeal, and news came recently from one place

that clever people have thrown the overstrained administration of the enemy

into great confusion by answering advertisements under imaginary names and

addresses.

To overcome the reluctance of men and women to serve their war machine,
the Germans try new tactics every week. Building contractors and metal

industries outside - many of them closed down or working part-time for lack

of raw materials - are now invited to take on work in Germany and bring

their workers along with them. The Germans hope, of course, that workers,
if they feel they’re working for their own employers, won’t feel quite so

strongly about going to work in Germany. They want, too, to throw the

responsibility for compulsion on to the employers instead of themselves.

In Holland and Belgium where there’s quite a pool of man-power which

Germany is trying hard to drain into the Reich, thousands of men and women

have never registered as unemployed for fear they may be forced to go there.

Registration now is made compulsory.

Still more recently, foreign prisoners in Germany, if they are skilled

workers, have been told their wives may join them; the Germans hope, of

course, that this will make the men work more willingly, and that the wives

will be tempted to take a job too. I hope they realise, these people, that

as general conditions of living, and in particular the food situation, in

Germany get worse, it’s they who’ll starve before the Germans do. They must

know by now that there’s no safety for the weak against the strong in Germany's

new order. We know how rogues will sometimes get hold of a well-established

trade mark and then enrich themselves unfairly by letting down the quality of

the goods it covers. In just that way the Germans have taken and debased the

whole currency of human relations, from the international treaty to the worker’s

contract - the good faith on which civilisation itself depends - and unless they

can be forced to honour their engagements and keep their promises, you may be

sure that they will break them the moment that it suits them to do so.
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